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King Carter Golf Club – Joining the Virginia
golf family
By Jeffrey A. Rendall; Photos by Kevin Gaydosh

IRVINGTON, VA – “We need more King Carter’s to help grow the game,” remarked Joel Weiman, Senior designer
for McDonald & Sons, Inc. (of Jessup, MD) – and lead designer of King Carter Golf Club, which resides in
Virginia’s Northern Neck area.
Taken alone, Weiman’s statement may have been referring to the famous Robert ‘King’ Carter of Lancaster County,
Virginia, one of the wealthiest and most powerful men of the Colonial era (and the club’s namesake, of
course). Though it isn’t likely we’ll ever see a figure with the power and influence of ‘King’ Carter in our parts again,
we hope, someday, to have more golf facilities like King Carter Golf Club in our future.
King Carter has made quite a splash on the Mid-Atlantic golf scene in its few short years of existence, partly due to
its designation by Golf Digest as ‘the best new Affordable Public Course’ of 2006. Considering the number of
courses that open nationwide every year (at least back in the middle part of the decade), that’s quite an honor –
and has gone a long way towards solidifying King Carter’s reputation as a place where you get a lot of golf course
bang for your buck.

And according to King Carter’s Head Golf Professional, JD Wilson, there’s even more ‘history’ to the club than
would be apparent by its name: “This area goes back practically to the founding of Virginia, and there’s even a
famous quote from Captain John Smith in describing ‘Hills Quarter,’ which encompasses the land that our golf club
is located.”
“Smith said it’s ‘A place where heaven and earth never agreed better to frame man’s habitation,’” Wilson
expounded. “I’d have a hard time finding a better way to describe it.”
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The par three 3rd hole is the first where water comes into play – just one of the diverse
looks that King Carter Golf Club offers.

Indeed. The Hills Quarter was one of the original five quarters of land given to ‘King’ Carter’s father, John, by Lord
Fairfax of England in the mid 1600’s. It’s not known today why it was called ‘Hills Quarter,’ though county records
from the latter part of the 17th century refer to this parcel of farmland by that name – possibly because of its hilly
nature set amongst basically flat countryside.
Moving forward over three hundred years, the King Carter Golf Club was the inspiration of its owner, David
Donofrio, who’s had a passion for golf since his childhood. “Mr. Donofrio grew up in Delaware, and his early years
included caddying at the Wilmington Country Club,” Wilson lectured. “He was a Horticulture/Design major in
college, and his genuine lifelong aspiration to design a golf course led him to acquire the 19 parcels of land that
eventually became King Carter Golf Course.”

The 305-yard, par four 16th hole is risk-reward all the way, with two fairways to
choose from off the tee.

“The process took ten years to accomplish, but it was definitely worth it,” Wilson added.
And while Donofrio didn’t actually design the course, he was instrumental in its construction. As noted above, Joel
Weiman designed the golf course, with Andrew Green acting as the field architect.
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Storm clouds gather over the green of the par four 5th hole – and this bunker awaits
any shot struck slightly off the mark.

Weiman said King Carter was a special project for many reasons, one being its three phases of development over
those ten years of construction. “We built the course in phases as construction funds became available,” Weiman
remembered. “We stretched every dollar during construction, but I think the budget restraints that we faced
actually allowed us to work slower and smarter – which created a more sensitive natural facility. So looking back,
the biggest challenge of the project (the budget) was actually a blessing.”
Of course the old saying goes that good things come to those who wait – and in King Carter’s case, it appears to
be true. King Carter is unique for more than its reasonable price – there are lots of golf courses that you can play
for around fifty bucks. But after completing the loop at King Carter, you’ll get a sense of having seen something
pretty remarkable for your coinage.

Looking from the tee of the par five 11th hole, which has deservedly earned King
Carter’s #1 handicap designation.

It’s an atmosphere you don’t often see in new golf facilities these days – a tribute to the traditions of golf without
pretension. Weiman says there’re two ways that visitors will likely remember King Carter: “First, although there
aren’t a great deal of bunkers on the golf course, the bunkering is breathtaking… natural, rugged, big and bold.”
Check.
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King Carter’s current clubhouse fits in nicely with the historic theme of the property.
Photo courtesy of King Carter Golf Club.

Weiman continues, “Secondly, the small and charming ‘clubhouse’ has to be one of the most unique in the
country. It will eventually function as an outbuilding for the future clubhouse, but for now, it works just fine. I
think the use of this building shows the owner’s dedication to the golf first and foremost, as he didn’t waste a lot of
funds on an overly elaborate clubhouse as has often become fashionable these days.”
Weiman’s right – and for those visiting King Carter for the first time, you might be surprised to see their
‘clubhouse’ is a pretty simple historic structure with very little merchandise and functions merely as a place to
direct golfers to where they need to be – what else could you ask for?

At 142-yards, the par three 14th hole is the shortest at
King Carter – but trouble lurks all around the green if you
miss the putting surface.
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At 6,818 yards from the back tees, the golf course isn’t overwhelming, at least in terms of length – but again, the
land’s variation adds to the challenge. It was that diverse topographical setting that initially drew Weiman’s
attention: “We often said during planning and construction that we may never have an opportunity like this one
ever again. The property had perfectly rolling terrain, existing ponds, and a comfortable mixture of wooded and
open fields.”
All this, and the planned real estate wouldn’t impact the golf, either. “All the features of the land combined with
David Donofrio’s commitment to great golf – he never let real estate drive a decision on the golf course routing or
design.”

Turning the corner on the par five 9th hole – you’ll need to avoid the trees on the left
side of the photo with your second shot in order to have a clear view of the green.

Though houses are visible on many parts of the golf course, they’re certainly not intrusive – and rarely would come
into play for anything other than a very badly missed shot. The playing areas can be described in one
word: wide. This is one community golf course where the homes and the golf blend in nicely together. If only every
golf community was planned this way.
Though there’s some variation throughout the outward and inward nines, the front and back sides can basically be
divided in character between the relatively flat and open front nine, and the more tree lined and topsy-turvy back
nine. King Carter’s bunkering (as Weiman alluded to) is certainly distinctive, with the edges well defined and visible
– an artistic touch that the course can call its own.
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From behind the green of the par four 13th hole, you can see how the golf hole fits nicely
with the land.

The course plays challenging without really looking the part. Wilson describes it: “To score well, a golfer must
balance ego with common sense. The fairways are wide and inviting but if you miss them, you’ll find thick rough
that can best be described as ‘punishing.’ The greens roll pure, but are contoured to create some very challenging
two-putts.”
“The defining features at King Carter are the bunkers, inspired by free form shapes popularized by Alister
Mackenzie. Not only are the bunkers large with jagged edges, they are scattered in random fashion, used
aesthetically as much as strategically,” Wilson added.

This mild forced carry is the least of your concerns on the long and difficult par four 4th
hole.

King Carter’s rough was as ‘punishing’ as Wilson advertised. If you’re in it, don’t plan on advancing the ball very far
in some circumstances – almost as penal as a hazard.
One nice thing about King Carter was the availability of ‘family tees,’ which are present on every hole. “Because of
the rough, the course plays longer than its yardage,” Wilson said. “But you have different lengths to choose from
out there, and our family tees are set at 2,099 yards, and designed so that every hole can be played as a par
three.”

Geometric mowing patterns are present throughout the course at King Carter, but
show up particularly well here at the par three 17th hole.
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King Carter’s highlight holes include the bruising par four fourth hole, a 430-yarder that plays over a pond and into
the teeth of the prevailing wind. Like most holes at King Carter, there appears to be a very wide landing area -- but
it narrows for longer hitters. The difficulty doesn’t end with the drive – the approach shot plays uphill to a well
bunkered green.
The 515-yard par five ninth hole is certainly one you’ll remember. Pay attention to your yardage book, as you’ll
definitely need to aim for the right spot on the somewhat blind second shot. There’s a stand of trees that longer
hitters may try to go over to reach the green in two – for the rest of us, we’ll need to aim comfortably to the right
of the trees, which will leave about a wedge shot into the green for the third shot.
Turning to the back, the 305-yard sixteenth is an attractive risk-reward hole. “It’s a great hole because there’s a
split fairway that allows players to go left with a mid to long iron off the tee which leaves you a delicate wedge shot
into a small green – or you can try going to the right with a driver to try to power it on to this reachable hole,”
Wilson mused.
The par three 17th hole showcases King Carter’s geometric mowing patterns – add the fact that it’s uphill, and it
plays much longer than the scorecard’s 194-yards would indicate.
Missing from the description of King Carter to this point is some notation on the service – and while most every golf
club strives to provide a friendly and helpful service element, King Carter’s was especially noticeable. Perhaps it’s
that old Virginia charm at work.
According to Wilson, they really want you to remember King Carter Golf Club: “We’d like players to take with them
the feeling that they’ve just experienced golf on a course that’s unique in both its playability as well as the
professional and hospitable care they received as our guests.”
There’s more.
“We’d like them to believe that the sandwich they ordered from our grill was prepared with all of the care and
expertise as if from a fine restaurant,” Wilson added. “We’d like them to feel that the character of our staff was
professional and caring. We’d like them to leave with the purpose of a return trip to play again, knowing that we
appreciate their business and we look forward to them becoming part of the King Carter family.”
That’s quite a family to be welcomed into – from a historic perspective as well as today’s golfing world. King Carter
is definitely worthy of the many good things written about it, and is a more than welcome addition to Virginia’s
golfing family as well.
Details:
King Carter Golf Club
480 Old St. John’s Road
Irvington, VA 22480
Phone: (804) 435-7842
Website: www.KingCarterGolfClub.com
Golf Course Architect: Joel Weiman (of McDonald & Sons)
Field Architect: Andrew Green
Owner: David Donofrio
Head Golf Professional: JD Wilson
Tees/Yardage/Slope/Rating
Black 6818 135/73.8
Blue
6205 132/70.8
White 5598
125/67.5
Red
4911 121/69.0
Family tees – 2099
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Rates:
Regular season rates are Monday-Thursday: $42; Friday-Sunday $49
Winter Season rates are Monday-Thursday $35; Friday-Sunday $40
Rates include greens fees, cart fees, and range balls.
Walking is allowed at any time.
During the regular season King Carter offers a twilight rate beginning at 3:00. Rates during twilight are M-T $30, and F-S $35.
The twilight rate does not include range balls. Group rates start at 20 golfers and can be customized to include lunch and/or
prizes.
Related Links

Comments on this article?
E-mail Jeff Rendall, Editor:
jrendall@golfthemidatlantic.com
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